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Sram red 22 crankset manual
Ã, âªEnglish (United Kingdom) Ã ¢ â¬a âªEnglish (United States) Ã ¢ â¬a ÂªESpaÃƒ Â ± OL (LatinAmÃƒ © Rica) Ã ¢ â¬ discuss light themes concerning road bikes and parts. Moderator: Robbosmans Valbrona Messages: 1614 Joined: Fri 28 Oct, 2011 03:25 Location: United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland from Valbrona on Fri 18 Sep,
2015 03:56 1 / The instructions say put in 48-54nm the Crank pin (on the DS side) ... and then 'faucet with a completely pedestrian seat hammer'. Surely ~ 50nm is enough to completely insert the crank. I don't understand ... 2 / the plastic looks precaric collar as it could break if I look too hard - give me a wave of washing every day. Just to clarify ...
you adjust the preload collar after putting your ~ 50 nm in the crank bolt? I don't like these 'instructions in images' way to do things, very prefering people campagia approach.thanks text-heavy. Rick Posts: 2035 Joined: Sat 29 Aug 2009 04:30 From Rick The Fri Sep 18, 2015 5:07 AM The crank arm is not tight against the central movement when
tightened. The spindle crank is longer than the BB is wide, then touch the side of the unit to make sure it is completely inserted against the BB30 bearings. No matter how much the crank bolt is tightened. The pedarels will still flow sideways to 1-2mm. The preload collar looks fragile .... but clamps on the crank pin for friction when the small locking
screw is tightened. Therefore, it is more rigid to lateral loads than the wavy washer would be. The wavy washer is quite soft against lateral loads. That's why so many configurations bb30 clicks and groan.i were through this with my cranks bb30 (sram force and red) and believe me, the preload collar works much better. The preload collar should not
be very close against the bearing dust cover (assuming that "sitting" the other side comfortably with a mallet light). In fact, the plastic wires will eliminate if you try to force too much torque on them. It is only "occupying the remaining space" on the spindle, then blocking the ringed ring with the locking screw. Last modification of Rick on Fri 18 set,
2015 07:04, modified 1 time in total. DMF Messages: 1062 Joined: Sat 6 December 2008 10:14 Place: Sweden from DMF The Fri 18 Sep 2015 10:55 I think it knocks a complete joke. mode seen too many coming undone, the owner does not take note, and having the bearings beaten by the side play.do as follows, a) remove crank.b) remove lockring.c)
put a bathroom ring in flammable liquid of your choice.d) Set called fire ring in the area. And well ventilated) Cranks Reassemble with the appropriate number of microWashers, mount and disassemble crank by trying different configurations of washers up to perfection. No lateral game, no pressure on Bearings.Do well, do it once. I SHIVENGE
VALBRONA Messages: 1614 Joined: Fri 28 Oct, 2011 03:25 Place: United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland from Valbrona on Fri 18 set, 2015 12:37 pm Thank you. Well informed Responses.dmf wrote: Cranks Reassemble with the appropriate number of microWashers, mount and disassemble crank by trying different configurations of
washers until perfection. No lateral game, no pressure on the bearings .. I like the sound of this. However, you can set any part of your bicycle to 'perfect' in your kitchen or anything else, but when you laugh you immediately see the "poor adjustments. Using the washers as you suggest it could be a fairly laborious process.The thing with an elastic
washer is that it will be micro-adjust during use. Simple.i can't help thinking the sram crankset that I have a bit of a real disaster. If you didn't have the 'bb30' logo on it I could think it was one BB386. Last modification of Valbrona on Fri 18 Sep 2015 12:42, modified 1 time in total. HighDraw from HighDraw The Thu Jan 18, 2015 12:39 The level of
Fail in this discussion is already over Description. BB / crank relations are the most misunderstood aspect of any bike.The notion that WaveWashers is the reason that BB30 clicks and moans is garbage. The reason why BB30 clicks and moans moans due to tolerances and the lack of Loctite that causes BB outer tracks to pass in their holes and lateral
preload is a small contribution to this fact that a condition.The wavewasher is better or worse than a ferrule is baloney. They claim is to effective.Goodboyr not overtorquing the set screw is a good one.OP ... follow the instructions. off vis it helps seat the spindle and net torque pulls together. The instructions were developed on the basis of best
practices. No ... the couple alone will not be as effective in the pants as the spindle torque + light hammer tap.OP ... your wavewasher against bias ring is your problem and not anyone else. The industry is full of both including Campagnolo and both are very effective for some reasons.Your question of when to adjust the ring reflects your lack of
understanding. Of course, you adjust the position of the nut 'after' the crank is clamped together that said effective length.PS spindle: last note ... DMF and the guy who does a dis-service to the sector with cranks Campag UltraTorque .. .the Rogue mechanical ... totally misleading the ignorant masses who do not know any better. Just preload spacer
shims width control is a ridiculous way to set any crank. Stick with finality design ... is wavewasher preload collars or locking ... both are very effective. I created hundreds of cranks of all varieties and I never had a problem with noise or the reliability of a design. duel bolt spline straight adjustable fastening in Shimano mechanical preload is simply
superb as well. Ridiculous to tune axial preload with trial and errors of adding / subtracting spacers to compose preload precisely ... just for kids who do not know any better. highdraw from highdraw on Fri September 18, 2015 24:40 Valbrona wrote: Thanks. Well informed Responses.dmf wrote: Cranks Reassemble with the appropriate number of
microWashers, mount and disassemble crank by trying different configurations of washers until perfection. No lateral game, no pressure on the bearings .. I like the sound of this. However, you can set any part of your bicycle to 'perfect' in your kitchen or anything else, but when you laugh you immediately see the "poor adjustments. Using the
washers as you suggest it could be a fairly laborious process.The thing with an elastic washer is that it will be micro-adjust during use. Simple.You are at least starting to get the picture so there's hope. Valbrona Posts: 1614 Joined: Fri October 28, 2011 03:25 Location: United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland from Valbrona on Fri
September 18, 2015 12:51 I expect to find plastic collars on a seat holding a light on . Not on an axis BB. He would have thought a metal agreement would be obvious. highdraw from highdraw on Fri September 18, 2015 13:16 Valbrona wrote: I expect to find plastic collars on a seat holding a light on. Not on an axis BB. He would have thought a metal
agreement would be obvious.You should suspend judgment honestly, why © not know any better. Sorry to be blunt, but that's the fact. SRAM performs FEA and stress analysis on every single part manufacturing. Plus for accountability skirt, performing copious laboratory test that is related to load data on the road on the basis strain Gaging their
bikes. Lateral crank spindle load is lighter than the vertical load rather extreme due to pedal forces and weight of the cyclist. The plastic ring is perfectly fine, no matter how you disparage it. Metal comes with a weight penalty than plastic. engineering plastics are prevalent in many designs and even gears compose Transmissions. If you don't have a
background in the design, you are sight to postpone those that do it. DMF Messages: 1062 Joined: Sat 6 Dec, 2008 10:14 Place: Sweden from the DMF The Fri 18 Sep 2015 01:28 Bighdraw, I imagine the Wave Washer is there for a reason and one reason, it's ISN ' T Tempo feasible for a seminar for shim cranks in action ... It is so talking about
economic value to have a quick rapid In a perfect world, however, that the wavy washer would not put sideways on the bearing by adding a bit of slight drag.this is WW after all, minute incremental improvements and so on ... for bicycle customers, I only do this Some except houses. The solution threaded ring is not to mind if they could only make
metal instead of the most fragile piece of plastic known for humanity ... it's really an acceptable solution, sram just made a building of it .. . EDIT, as for the Test Fea bicycle industry, the test of the real world, and others ... I imagine the story speaks aloud for sÃ © and for a bad admission constantly circular construction on the market, sometimes for
years, before Be withdrawn and re-approached. This is on a pair, and this would presumably a typical "one of those". The HighDraw Shivenge from Highdraw The Fri 18 Sep, 2015 01:50 No matter what a time bike shop and work constraint is. Precise thickness with spacers, as you propose is a bad destiny. It is almost impossible to obtain the right
spacing to isolate the pedals with hard spacers through trials, errors and measurement also. Furthermore, having no adjustability is a poor choice as bearings tend to bed with time and a wave washer compensates this naturally and rings can be adusted in less than 30 seconds ... and preload must be checked periodically for bearings to read with the
weather. A difficult spacer .005 "Width change is the difference between axial game and too much preloaded bearing.so, the proposal is spoiled and not better practices. Only stating the reality of it ... a waste of time.lastly, there is nothing wrong with sram ring .... only the boys who work on it.carbon bicycle fiber most of the turn are compromised by
30% polymer epoxy ... a carrier, the safety fundamental part that We trust our life on. The metal parts fail. So if ill-designed a FWIW plastic ring is directionally correct to the WW card as the plastic is more light than metal in volume DMF wrote:. Bighdraw, I imagine I imagine the Washing Wave is there for a reason and one reason, it is ISN 'T Tempo
feasible for a crankshock laboratory for a seat in place ... it is so say of economic value having a quick solution. In a perfect world. however, that the wavy washer not putbb And sideways pressure on the bearing by adding a little bit of slight drag.This is WW after all, minute incremental improvements and so put ... for bike customers, I only do this in
a few, except Cases.I I wouldn't mind the Threaded ring nut solution, if only they could do it out of metal instead of the most fragile pieces of plastic known for humanity ... and it really is decent solution, sram just made a building POS of it ... Rick Posts: 2035 Member : Sat 29 Aug, 2009 16:30 From Rick The Fri 18 Sep, 2015 02:06 After numerous
fails with the wave washer, precise thickness with spacers is like I got my BB30 setup before working properly. I hesitated to recommend it, because I have a lot of micrometers and antenna gauges, etc., and a lot of experience, so I can see how it could be problematic for middle domestic mechanic. But it works. Remember that BB30 Bearings (and
others) actually take some preload side without causing problems. It does not cause any extra "drag", and in fact the â €
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